Sign Up

Schedule your no-cost Small Biz
Strategy Consultation today to
learn how to turn your biggest
challenges and distractions into
wins that catapult you toward
your 2017 revenue and growth
goals.

www.boldmovestrategy.com/
smallbiz

228 AUBURN AVE NE
ATLANTA GA 30303
Tel 404-594-3353
align@boldmovestrategy.com
www.boldmovestretegy.com

BOLD MOVE
Small Biz
Strategy
Implementation
Discover the small business
strategic plan you can
actually accomplish!

THE PROBLEM
Being a successful small business
owner is stressful . Your desire to
grow your business and be
strategic is often limited by the
need to find clients , deliver your
products or services and manage
the day - to - day . You know you
should blog , leverage social
media , finish that employee
handbook or roll out a new
service offering , but you just can ' t
find the time .

Are you...
a small business leader
who is too consumed with
minutiae to be strategic?

Do you want
the confidence of knowing
that you can play on the
same level as the "big boys"?

Would having
THE SOLUTION
Let us help you craft a
strategic plan you can actually
accomplish ! You ' ll create a
clear , focused strategy to
achieve your goals , and we ' ll
equip you with the resources
you need to implement it !

a strategic plan that you
can actually implement be
appealing to you right now?

BOLD MOVE can help!

Introducing...
Small Biz Strategy
Implementation
Full - day planning session
One - year strategic plan
Six - month action plan
Highly - skilled virtual assistant
dedicated to implementing
your plan ( 20 - 40 hours / mo )
20 years of strategic planning
expertise at your disposal
( unlimited e - mail , monthly
call , 1 / 2 - day client check - in
session )

